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The simulation is comprised of a 0.5 deg2 catalog generated with EGG1 coupled with
grism spectroscopic simulations made using aXeSIM. Below is a brief description of the
catalog generation and simulation procedure, including information on the data release
and example code illustrating how to access the data.
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Catalog Generation

To generate the galaxy catalog we have used the bespoke ASTRODEEP software EGG
(see Schreiber et al., 2016, for details). The catalog was generated using the following
EGG command:
egg-gencat verbose maglim=26 selection band=hst-f105w area=0.53
bands=hst-f105w seed=1 out=egg cat yband select 0.5deg2.fits save sed
This command creates a catalog down to a limiting magnitude of YF105W = 26 covering 0.53 deg2 (nispsim 0.5deg2 all.fits), and contains N=247643 galaxies across
the redshift range 0.05 < z < 8.5. Since there are N=16 individual detectors covering
the Euclid FoV, this master catalog is split into the individual catalogs corresponding to
each detector. For example, nispsim 0.5deg2 00.fits is the catalog for detector 00 as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Note for python users: by default, EGG catalogs are stored in column-orientated FITS
tables which are not well supported by the FITS I/O module in astropy. However, a
stand-alone python script (pycolfits.py) is provided here to make reading these files
simple. For further details, including a description of all the parameters stored within the
catalogs, see the EGG documentation.
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Spectroscopic Simulation

To produce the simulated grism images and spectra we used the EGG-generated catalogs
as input to the STScI grism simulation software aXesim. The grism configuration and
sensitivity files, of both the red and blue grisms, used for the simulation are made available
as part of the data release. We assumed a background level of 1.0 e− s−1 , typical of HST
backgrounds in deep extragalactic fields (e.g Brammer et al., 2012), and an exposure time
of 3.6×104 s (10 hours). The following data products from the spectroscopic simulation
are made available (asterisks denote the various detector numbers):
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Figure 1: Illustrating the combined 0.53 deg2 FoV of Euclid split into the N=16 individual
detectors. The label in the upper left-hand corner of each detector image is the unique
identifier of that detector used in the naming system of all files within the data release.
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1. nispsim 0.5deg2 * axesim.cat - the EGG catalog converted into aXesim format.
This catalog contains the ID number, X-Y position, and simple morphological information of each galaxy in SExtractor-style format. The morphological information
(semi-major axis, semi-minor axis, and position angle) of each galaxy is generated
from the EGG catalog using the egg-2skymaker utility.
2. nispsim 0.5deg2 * slitless.fits - the output grism image of the detector (as
shown in Fig. 1.)
3. nispsim 0.5deg2 * slitless 2.SPC.fits - contains the output 1D spectra from
the simulation, the contents of this file are described here and an example of how
to access the data is given below.
4. nispsim 0.5deg2 * spectra.fits - contains the input 1D spectra to the simulation, an example of how to access the data is given below. Note that the wavelength
of the input spectra are given in nm, rather than Å as in the SPC files.
Below is a small python script illustrating how to access the output and input spectrum of an object based on its index in the EGG catalog:

from astropy .io import fits
import pycolfits
# t h e i d x number f r o m t h e e g g

catalog :

egg data = pycolfits . readfrom (’ nispsim 0 .5 deg2 00 .fits ’)
egg idx = egg data [’ID’][0]
# the output spectrum :

hdu out = fits.open(’ nispsim 0 .5 deg2 00 slitless 2 .SPC.fits ’)
wl = hdu out [’ BEAM %dA’ % egg idx ]. data[’LAMBDA ’]
flux = hdu out [’ BEAM %dA’ % egg idx ]. data[’FLUX ’]
# the i n p u t spectrum ( c o v e r t wl to angstrom ) :

hdu in = fits.open(’ nispsim 0 .5 deg2 00 spectra .fits ’)
wl in = hdu in [’ egg idx % d spec ’ % egg idx ]. data[’ WAV NM ’] ∗ 10.
flux in = hdu in [’ egg idx % d spec ’ % egg idx ]. data[’FLUX ’]
2.1

Emission line prescriptions

While EGG provides SEDs for each galaxy, there is currently no prescription for nebular
emission lines. The redshift coverage of the optical emission lines are given in Fig. 2,
additionally Ly α is visible at 6.6 < z < 14.2. Here we give a brief description of the
simple nebular emission line prescription we have used in our simulation:
1. H α and H β: intrinsic H α line flux calculated from the EGG star formation rate
using the Kennicutt & Evans (2012) conversion and corrected for dust assuming
AHα = 1, i.e. the median correction commonly adopted at these redshifts (e.g.
Sobral et al., 2013). H β calculated assuming an intrinsic H α/H β ratio of 2.86
(Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006), an calculating AHβ assuming AHα = 1 + a Calzetti
attenuation law.
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Figure 2: The optical emission line coverage of the red and blue Euclid grisms.
2. [O iii]and [O ii]λ3727: [O iii]calculated from the intrinsic H β flux and the median
[O iii]/H β ratio at z ≈ 1 from Cullen et al. (2016). [O ii]λ3727 calculated from the
median [O iii]/[O ii]λ3727 ratio at z ≈ 2 from Nakajima & Ouchi (2014). Again
both lines corrected for dust assuming AHα = 1 + a Calzetti attenuation law.
3. Ly α: intrinsic Ly α calculated from the intrinsic H α flux assuming an intrinsic ratio
of Ly α/H α= 8.7. Dust attenuation applied using recent results from high redshift
simulations of Cullen et al. (2017), and additionally assumed an escape fraction of
0.3 following Hayes et al. (2011), which we have fixed at all redshifts.
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Data Release Summary

We have released a simulation of a 10-hour exposure of one pointing of the Euclid grism,
in both the blue (9200Å−12500Å) and red (12500Å−18500Å) channels. Additionally, one
detector (’00’) is simulated at an orientation of 180◦ relative to the original pointing for
estimating the completeness of the sample in the case of only two independent grism orientations. For more details or suggestions for improvements please contact fc@roe.ac.uk.
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